Ben-Naim in three articles dismissed and "answered" the Levinthal's paradox. He announces there are pitfalls caused by the "misinterpretation" of thermodynamic hypothesis. He claims no existence of Gibbs free energy formula   G X where the variable is a protein's conformation X . His Gibbs energy functional is     , , ; G T P N P R , where the variable is probability distributions of the conformations. His "minimum distribution " is wrong. By carefully establishing thermodynamic systems, we demonstrate how to apply quantum statistics to derive Gibbs free energy formula
Introduction
In [1] , Levinthal pointed out that assuming a protein folds by randomly searching its native structure it will need time longer than the age of the universe to achieve its native structure. Based on this contradiction, he then concluded that the natural protein folding must be cause-based, that is, the native structure has the (local) minimum value of the Gibbs free energy. Because of too involved in the random thinking of target-based mentality, many people would not understand the proof by contradiction of Levinthal's mathematical style argument. Instead, they felt that there exists a Levinthal's paradox that Levinthal never raised. In [2] Ben-Naim dismissed the so called Levinthal's paradox.
But Ben-Naim invents a new "pitfall": "This misinterpretation (of thermodynamic hypothesis) has inspired many scientists to search for a global minimum in the Gibbs energy as a function of the conformation of the protein, sometimes referred to as the Gibbs energy landscape. Such a minimum in the Gibbs energy is different from the minimum required by the Second Law of Thermodynamics" [3] .
Trying to answer the so called Levinthal's paradox in [4] Ben-Naim gives the following inference:
"The following two statements are true: a) The native stable structure of the protein must be at a minimum of the GEL (Gibbs Energy Landscape).
b) Upon releasing a constraint within the system, specified by the variables: T, P N, the Gibbs energy of the system will reach a single absolute minimum".
Ben-Naim's conclusion is: "From the two true statements a) and b), people have concluded that the stable state of the protein must be in a global minimum in the GEL. Unfortunately, this conclusion is invalid... The reason so many people fell into this pitfall is that in making statements a) and b), we have not specified the variables with respect to which the Gibbs energy has a minimum".
Here Ben-Naim implies that conformation of a protein should not be the variable of the Gibbs energy. To answer the question of what is the variable in the Gibbs energy Ben-Naim states in [4] : "For a system characterized by the variables T, P and N", (respectively the temperature, pressure, and the number of particles) "we can write the Gibbs energy function of the system as   , , ; G T P N R . If we start with a system having one particle at a fixed position, say 0 , then releasing the constraint on R, but keeping T, P, and N fixed, the system's Gibbs energy will always decrease by the amount:
So Ben-Naim confirms here that the variable of the Gibbs energy is not conformation R. In [4] , Ben-Naim continues to state the variable should be probability distributions P of the conformations: "Note again that   , , ; G T P N R is not a monotonic decreasing function of R, and that there exists no value of R, for which G is minimal. Instead, the functional     , , ; G T P N P R has a single minimum with respect to all possible distributions   P R . The distribution eq , for which G is minimal, is given in Equation (1) 
Unfortunately, Ben-Naim's solution of the single minimum (maximum) distribution eq at equilibrium is wrong, either for the Gibbs energy functional or for the entropy function in [4] . Because in physiological environment, almost all proteins are in the native structure, i.e., the native structure has much larger opportunity to appear than any other conformation.
But even someone can get a correct minimum distribution for Ben-Naim, Ben-Naim's shifting from statement (a) to statement (b) is still a misleading, or a real pitfall. Because it shifts the study of protein structure to the study of probability distribution of conformations. The two are different problems and answer to one would not automatically solve the other problem. For example, even knowing what is Ben-Naim's minimum distribution, we still do not known what is the three-dimensional shape of the native structure.
In this article, why Ben-Naim falls into a pitfall is analyzed. We will also demonstrate how to derive Gibbs free energy formula   G X from quantum statistics to show how to get out of Ben-Naim's "pitfall", where we have omitted the environment parameters T and P, since they do not vary in nature protein folding process. Where
is a conformation of the protein , equivalent to Ben-Naim's R, and is the atomic center of the atom i , supposing that the molecule has total M atoms. Denying the existence of such 3 i  x  X (it is equivalent to Ben-Naim's is one of the reasons that Ben-Naim claims "pitfall". The negative gradient , is the force that forces the portein to fold. Formulas of  , ,
Where Comes the "Pitfall"
To analysize Ben-Naim's "pitfall" and look for the reason why there is a "pitfall", we should recall what is the thermodynamic principle (Anfinsen called it modestly the thermodynamic hypothesis in [5] ). Anfinsen stated in [5] clearly that "This hypothesis states that the three-dimensional structure of a native protein in its normal physiological milieu (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components such as metal ions or prosthetic groups, temperature, and other) is the one in which the Gibbs free energy of the whole system is lowest"; What did Anfinsen mean by the "whole system"? It seems from beginning to present, nobody has really specified it. But all assume that in it there are many conformations of the same protein molecule among other
But look at what Anfinsen continued in [5] : "That is, that the native conformation is determined by the totality of interatomic interactions and hence by the amino acid sequence, in a given environment". Here without any ambiguity the "totality" is "interatomic interactions" of a single protein molecule. Unfortunately, nobody really paid attention to these.
All previous attemp things. Ben-Naim's molecule number N is no exception.
ts of deriving the Gibbs free energy formula, including Ben-Naim's, missed the goal of identifying "the three-dimensional structure of a native protein" that Anfinsen had emphasized in above quotation. By their derivation, the whole system consists of  , is structureless if we consider the three-dimension onformation. In this kind of treatment, statistical mechanics cannot tell us anything about "the three-dimensional conformation of a native protein". Once realized this, one should stop using such kind of systems and start to look for systems that can answer the problem of what is the three-dimensional shape of the native structure.
But many just followed the st al c andard setting of statistica e is th l mechanics that successfully treated objects such as ideal gas. Instead of telling "the three-dimensional conformation of a native protein", they shift the problem to that what is the share of the native structure in the probability distribution of conformations. This problem is also interesting and important, but it is a different problem, and as afore mentioned, its resolution tells us nothing about "the three-dimensional conformation of a native protein". One has to be careful when making inferences between these two different problems. BenNaim's "pitfall" comes exactly from the misplaced inference, i.e., even knowing what is the correct "minimum distribution eq P " (Ben-Naim's is wrong) would not help us to kn what is "the three-dimensional conformation of a native protein", not even one iota.
Our understanding of the thermodynamic principl ow at under the physiological environment, for each conformation X of the peptide chain of the protein molecule U th is a Gibbs free energy 
The solu (1) will y tell va (1) tion of not onl us what is the
X (which is not important) but also s wh will tell u at is N X (which is the most important). This is one way to answer the question that what is "the three dimensional conformation of a native protein", i.e., making protein structure prediction.
So if we want to resolve the protein folding problem (PFP), for any individual conformation X we should create a tailored thermodynamic system X  and derive from it the Gibbs free energy formula   G X . Given a native protein's amino acid sequence ching for global minimum of   G , sear X is truly following the thermodynamic hypothes nfinsen stated it. Unable to derive such   G is as A X should not be labeled as "misinterpretation o (thermodynamic) hypothesis" [3] . Lacking of Gibbs free energy function  f the  G X explains the question in [4] : "why an answer to th lem (PFP) has been elusive for so long". The fact that many, including Ben-Naim, in trying to establishing is prob   G X have shifted the variable of G from X , the c mation, to   P onfor-X , the probab ity distr tion of il ibu X s, partially exp that why for so long such form la   G lains u X has not been discovered. In particular, one n point of all previous theoretical treatment of protein folding is setting the thermodynamic system contains 1 N  copies of the same protein molecule, for example [ s failed to obtain   G commo 6], thu X . On the other hand, since 1990's man echni y t q ues for probing individual molecules were developed and experimentally observing and testing single molecule is currently a common practice, see [7, 8] for example. Theory anyway should not lagged too far behind experiment in single molecule protein folding study. [5] . Unfortunately, so far, nobody has taken it seriously.
Thermodynamic System
Although the shape of each atom in U is well defined by s [9,1 e ncerning us here is the overall shape of th structure P X . The cutoff of electron density 0.001   au [9, 10] , gives the overall shape of a molecular structure that is like P just X , a bunch of overlapp oreover, the boundary of the 0.001 ing balls. M   au cut off is almost the same as molecular surface the M X (Figure 1 ) which was defined by R 1977 [11] and was shown to be a more suitable boundary rface of P ichards in su X than other surfaces in 1992 and 1993 [12, 13] .
In mathematics, for any closed surfac compact and connected) 3 e (    , there are a bounded domain   and a un-bounded domain 
. Thus, we always have
is the first hydration shell surrounding P X . To be simple, we only consider nce n the system single peptide chain, self-folding globular proteins here. He i  are variables. According Anfinsen [5] , the protein folding process is after the peptide chain synthesis. Therefore, part of the totality of the "interatomic interactions", as emphasized by Anfinsen in [5] , has already contributed to form correct chemical bonds. In the folding process, "chemical details" may be represented by the forming of intramolecular hydrogen bonds and the interactions with the immediate environment, in our case, the solvent consisting of water molecules.
Ben-Naim claims that "in the author's opinion, the main hindrance to finding a solution to the protein folding problem has been the adherence to the hydrophobic (HOO) dogma, which states that various HOO effects (both solvation and interaction) are the dominant forces in protein folding" and "an exhaustive analysis of all the solvent induced effects on protein folding reveals that the hydrophilic (HOI) effects are much more important than the corresponding HOO effects" [2] .
In [15] a simulation of enlarging the hydrophobic core alone, whose forming is considered the main effect of HOO, not only produced secondrary structures, but also produced the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. This result shows that HOO should not be dismissed so simply.
But no matter the driving force of protein folding is HOO or HOI, a common essence for them is that in a protein there are many different moieties or atom groups ith different levels of ability of forming hydrogen bonds (hydrophobic levels 
Define the hydrophobicity subsurface
, , and for , 0.
The Formulas
In our open thermodynamic system, there will be water molecules in 
Note that in the folding process, each intermediate structure X is not in a stationary state, it is rather a system of quasi-equilibrium states of the folding. So that it is not the case that i j    , a in equilibrium state. Rather, the chemical potentials w ll be constants duri the folding, as the environment is u changed. s i ng kept Formula (10) is not easy to calculate, we can convert it in so al de ed form la appeared n to a geometric form that is not only calculable but al coincident to a mathematic ly riv u in [15, 19] .
Since every water molecule in 
Similarly, there will be a 
Substitute (11) and (12) into (10), we get
This Gibbs free energy function   , is the standard bond length between and .
We will denote all conformations satisfying (14) as X . Then the minimization will become:
or, at least, within X , N X corresponds to a local minimum of G .
With the steric conditions we avoided the collapsing problem. But the steric conditions turn the minimization problem (1) into a constrained minimization problem (15) . Mathematically the latter is much more difficult to n ical potential Y. FANG 18 solve. To avoid the constraint in minimization for nonbonding atoms, we can use the van der Waals force to modify the formula as: 
is induced from .
 , relaxed and we will then th straint in (15) will be have a minimization problem without any constraint: (18) The For a w is the ti
ce Th t Forces the Protein to Fold
Ben-Naim correctly emphasizes that the protein folding is a cause-based process, "One can imagine that at each stage of the folding process, there are strong solventinduced forces exerted on the various groups along the protein. These forces will force the protein to fold along a narro range of pathways..." [2] , and the folding force actually negative of the gradient of the Gibbs free energy func on, that is G  , "we need to know the forces acting on each of the M groups of the protein being at the conformation M R . This force is obtained by taking the gradient of the Gibbs energy with respect to each of th [4] . e Howeve on imum distribu Ben-Naim cannot tell what is the garden mula (13), it is easy to write down mathe atical fo a of F inat 
if k x and j x are both rotated or both fixed, then we have 0 . 
Conclutions a gy formulas (
and (13), f them were med by Ben-Naim as fallen into a pitfall. Th mselves need detailed geometric formulat odynamic system to present them, is a realization of Anfinsen's insight that "biological function appears to be more a correlate of macromolecular ge metry than of chemical detail" [5] . Contrary to Naim's claims that "In the author's opinion, the main hinderence to finding a solution to the protein folding pr be ce obic (HOO) dogma" [2] , the derivation of (10) and (13) heavily depends on the concept of hydrophob In Section 7, the quantum statistical rmul ) is o in Naim's minimization at is analyzed and sed bec se it predicts every pos The Ben-Naim's pitfall of "misinterpretation of thermodynamic hypotheses" is dismissed as Don Quixote's windmill by demonstrating the existence of Gibbs free ener 10) pursuing o clai e formulae the ion of the therm oBenoblem has en the adheren to the hydroph icity. derivation of fo a (10 given, the convertion of (10) to (13) The reason of why calculable formulas such as (10) and (13) have not appeared so far is discussed, blindly imitating successful classical examples of applying statistical mechanics and ignoring Anfinsen's insight are two main reasons.
The force that forces the protein to fold is identified as   G  X by general physical law, that Ben-Naim has correctly pointed out. The calculable formula of G  is given. 
Grand Partition Function and Grand Canonic Density Operator
In the following we will use natotions and d s in [ 
